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Cognitive and Affective Benefits of an Animated Pedagogical Agent:
Considering Contextual Relevance and Aesthetics
Choi and Clark (2006) argue that learning is attributed to the instructional method rather
than the specific medium used to deliver instruction (i.e. the pedagogical agent). Additionally,
they consider pedagogical agents as unnecessarily expensive tools, whose instructional
affordances can be replicated by less expensive options. In this response to Choi and Clark
(2006), I argue that pedagogical agents are not a new iteration of the media debate because the
anthropomorphous features and social affordances of pedagogical agents elicit psychological
responses from learners that other media cannot educe. As such, when considering the
implementation of pedagogical agents, researchers need to consider the agent’s (a) contextual
relevance, and (b) aesthetic properties. It is important to note that none of these factors influence
the instructional method used to deliver instruction via a pedagogical agent.
Contextual Relevance
Contextual relevance is an overlooked design feature not only in the study conducted by
Choi and Clark (2006), but in a number of other investigations as well. For example, sorcerers
have been employed to teach economics (Craig, Cholson, & Driscoll, 2002) and cartoon-like
characters have been depicted as physics experts (Mayer, Dow, & Mayer, 2003). Choi and Clark
employ a Genie that intends to teach English as a second language.
Contextual relevance can be defined as the conformity of an agent’s visual characteristics
to the content area under which the agent purports to function. Norman (1997) has argued that
user expectations regarding agent abilities are derived from agents’ visual appearance. Even
though anthropomorphous features may elicit irrational expectations from users regarding agent
abilities, agent representations may bring forth expectations that are in line with an agent’s
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appearance. For instance, an anthropomorphous agent who looks like a scientist may be
perceived to be more competent in science-related disciplines such as chemical engineering or
nuclear physics, than art-related disciplines such as music or graphic design.
This result follows logically from the media equation which states that individuals treat
media as if they were human, responding to media in inherently social ways (Reeves and Nass,
1996). Since individuals stereotype and categorize other individuals, the media equation holds
that individuals will stereotype pedagogical agents. Such a categorization becomes important
when considering the content area under which pedagogical agents purport to function. In other
words, pedagogical agents whose visual appearance conforms to the content area under
investigation become contextually relevant. If their visual appearance does not conform to the
content area under investigation, pedagogical agents become contextually irrelevant. Contextual
relevance is important because it may influence learners’ attention and perceptions and degree of
agent relevance, seriousness, and authenticity.
Choi and Clark (2006) have used Microsoft’s Genie as a pedagogical agent and electronic
arrows as an alternative medium to deliver instruction to learners about the English language. In
the face of the argument presented above, this choice is problematic. First, the Genie is
contextually irrelevant. The agent’s visual representation conflicts with the content area under
investigation and fails to present the agent in an authentic context. How are learners supposed to
pay attention to an agent that encompasses the role of an instructor but looks as if it was derived
from a fairy tale? Second, one would expect that, even prior to seeing Genie, learners have
associated negative stereotypes to Genie, much like they have associated negative stereotypes to
other Microsoft agents (e.g. “Clippy the paperclip”). For example, all undergraduate students
who participated in a study conducted by Xiao, Catrambone, and Stasko (2003) were familiar
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with Clippy and had negative preconceptions regarding its performance and use. The failure of
Microsoft agents to assist users in the use of Microsoft Office is well documented (Whitworth,
2005), and we would expect that the categorization of incompetence would transfer to similar
agents (i.e. Genie) and to domains other than Microsoft Office. For example, previous research
has shown that “Clippy the paperclip” was considered to be annoying, impolite, and disruptive of
a user’s workflow (Whitworth, 2005; Xiao, Catrambone, and Stasko, 2003). If learners consider
the Genie to be incompetent, it is logical to assume that they will not pay attention to it while
completing the task. Even if learners did pay attention to Genie, to what extent would they
consider the information delivered by Genie to be credible? After all, the information is
delivered from an incompetent source. Finally, Choi and Clark’s alternative medium (the
electronic arrow) lacks an anthropomorphic representation. As such, it cannot be stereotyped and
its contextual relevance or irrelevance cannot be evaluated. Additionally, there is no reason to
expect that participants will consider the arrows to be incompetent or non-credible.
Aesthetic Properties
Choi and Clark (2006) disregard the aesthetic properties of pedagogical agents and the
impact that well-designed, pleasing, and elegant agent representations may have on learning
outcomes. The authors are not alone in their lack of concern for aesthetically pleasing
educational software. Even though Moreno, Mayer, Spires, and Lester (2001), and more recently
Gulz and Haake (2006), called on the research community to investigate the role of agents’
visuo-aesthetic presence in multimedia learning environments, researchers have demonstrated a
lack of interest in this topic. To date, other than the theoretical propositions put forth by Gulz and
Haake (2006), there exists no other examination of the impact of agents’ aesthetic properties on
educational outcomes. Equally important, the existing literature expresses only passing interest
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on the aesthetic properties of educational software (Lavie and Tractinsky, 2004; Miller,
Veletsianos, and Hooper 2006; Parrish, 2005) even though previous research has shown that
aesthetically pleasing objects positively influence metacognition, and perceptions of ease of use
(Norman, 2004; Tractinsky, Katz, and Ikar, 2000).
When people interact with others, there is overwhelming evidence that interpretations of
appearance and observable physical cues profoundly affect both beliefs and behaviors (Dion,
Berscheid, and Walster, 1972; McArthur, 1982; Kalick, 1988). For instance, prior research has
shown that teachers give higher scores to attractive students than otherwise (Ritts, Patterson, and
Tubbs, 1992). The evidence highlighting the importance of aesthetics and beauty on humanhuman interactions implies that aesthetics and beauty may be a vital but overlooked aspect of
human-agent interactions. The natural question to ask is: Do aesthetics and beauty influence
human-agent interactions and consequently human beliefs and behaviors regarding learning and
teaching? Evidence from social psychology and human computer interaction suggests that
deliberate attempts to improve the aesthetic properties of pedagogical agents may influence
learner perceptions and learning outcomes, but to date this suggestion has not been examined.
Implications
The two issues I have raised above appear to be important in the design and development
of pedagogical agents, but are often overlooked. Choi and Clark (2006) argue that pedagogical
agent researchers and designers should (a) re-evaluate the benefits of pedagogical agents in
relation to their costs and (b) consider less expensive tools that provide the same instructional
affordances. In essence, Choi and Clark believe that pedagogical agents are the “latest iteration”
of the media debate (p. 442). In this paper I have taken the stance that learners perceive
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pedagogical agents in a humanlike and social manner and, as such, designers need to consider
the agents’ contextual relevance and aesthetic properties.
It is only through collaboration and discourse on such issues that we, as a research
community, will come to conclusions regarding the design and development of pedagogical
agents. Even though I have expressed my concerns about the study conducted by Choi and Clark
(2006), it is vital to note that their investigation is important because it lends itself well to being
replicated with the issues I have identified above.
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